
Carrier 20 Cart™ 

Charge, store, secure and transport up to 20 devices. 

Large Baskets by PC Locs make device deployments faster and safer, so that Teachers and IT 
Administrators can focus on creating an engaging learning environment. 

Style meets functionality. The Carrier 20 Cart features a soft closing lid, so that the devices can be 
accessed from multiple sides and by more than one person at a time. 

Lifetime warranty. Schools can be tough on Carts. PC Locs Carts are built to last.2 

Efficient charging. The Carrier 20 Cart is capable of charging up to 20 mobile devices simultaneously, 
including Chromebook, iPad and other Tablet devices. 

Compatible.1 Larger Baskets by PC Locs are designed to accommodate almost any device, including 
larger Chromebooks as well as most Tablets with cases. 

Secure. After a day of use, lock the sliding top lid and attach the heavy duty anchor kit to secure the 
Cart while it’s not in use. 

Safe, efficient and future proofed with ECO Safe Charge™ power management system for charging 
20 devices at once. ECO Safe Charge can handle the power requirements of almost any device by 
staging the availability of power to each bank of devices. Additionally, a remote control is included 
so that the Cart can be turned on from almost anywhere in the classroom. 

New larger Baskets by PC Locs. The Carrier 20 Cart is equipped with larger Baskets, allowing it to fit 
bigger devices. Now you can store and safely distribute 13” Chromebooks, Tablets or iPad devices.1 

Are your devices still too big for the Baskets? The Carrier 20 Cart features a three level adjusting 
storage shelf. This allows users to insert the optional Stainless Steel Device Rack into the Cart’s 
storage area. The Rack is designed to accommodate up to 17” Laptops. Contact us for more details. 

Easy cable management. PC Locs cable management has been simplified so that you can wire an 
entire Cart in minutes. Save time with set up and gain time using your Cart. 

Highly Secure. Our heavy-duty construction and a two-point locking system protects your valuable 
device investment when they’re not in use. Additionally, an anchor kit is included so that the Cart 
can be secured in one location. 

Modular syncing (optional). Don’t buy a new Cart, purchase the hand held iQ 16 Sync Charge Box™ 
which allows you to carry the unit to where syncing is required (sold separately). Contact us for more 
details. 

Secure soft closing, sliding lid. Doubling as an additional workspace, the soft closing lid can hold up 
to 20kg of additional resources when extended. 

Specifications and images are for illustration purposes only. Final product may differ. iPad is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the 
U.S. and other countries. Chromebook is a trademark of Google Inc. 1 May not fit all devices. Please check the dimensions of the device 
and the Carry Basket. Some Power Adaptors may not be compatible. Contact us for details and compatibility. 2 Visit www.pclocs.com.au 
for details. 


